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Features

Submit 

Your Papers
Check Against 
the Database

Get Your 
Similarity Report



Our Content

990 Billion
Internet Webpages

1.8 Billion
Student Papers

89 Million
Scholarly Journals & 

Articles



Content Partners

AAAS, ACS, ACM, BMJ Publishing Group, Elsevier, IEEE, Springer Nature 
Publishing Group, Oxford University Press, Sage, Wiley Blackwell, Am. 
Institute of Physics, Am. Physical Society, ….etc.

http://www.ebscohost.com/
http://www.wiley.com/wiley-blackwell


Language 

Supported

8

English, Chinese (traditional and 
simplified), Japanese, Spanish, French, 
Portuguese, Italian, German, Russian, Thai, 
Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, 
Finnish, Korean, Hungarian, Norwegian 
(Bokmal, Nynorsk), Polish, Romanian, 
Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Swedish, Arabic, 
Greek, Hebrew, Farsi and Turkish

Submission is available in 

30 languages. 

20 languages supported in 

Turnitin interface.



File Requirements
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Text

Less than 100 MB &

Less than 800 pages

Google Chrome, Firefox

Images, forms, graphics 

Password protected

LaTex and it's converted PDF

Internet Explorer

File types checked for similarity:
Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, 
PDF(must not protected with password & must contains highlightable text),   
WordPerfect, PostScript, HTML, RTF, OpenOffice (ODT), Hangul (HWP), 
Google Docs
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1. Setting Up Your 
Account



Go to LSL website https://lsl.sinica.edu.tw/en/index_e.php



Click at “Turnitin”



Login to LSL SSO to continue the account application.



English version Chinese version

Within several workdays, you will receive a Turnitin welcome 

email in your email inbox.



English version Chinese version

The begin of this email indicates your First Name and Last Name 

created by the Library in Turnitin.

First Name / Last Name 
First Name / Last Name 



English version Chinese version

Click at the red button in the email to go to the next step.

First Name / Last Name 
First Name / Last Name 



Enter your Email address and your Last name in the welcome email.
(If the combination is wrong, please confirm with the Library.)

Your email address

Your last name in the Welcome Email

Your email address

Your last name in the Welcome Email



A new Email will be sent to your inbox with the subject:
Set up your Turnitin Account(English)/創建你的Turnitin密碼(Chinese), 

the link to set up account in the Email is available only for 24 hours.

XXX@abc.edu.tw 
XXX @abc.edu.tw 



Go back to your email inbox and open that new email.
Click at the create password link labeled ‘here’ in the email. 
If the link is expired, click another link below to request a new link.



Enter and confirm your password, it must be at least 8 characters long.



Log In with your email address and your password.



XXX@abc.edu.tw 

XXX@abc.edu.tw 
XXX@abc.edu.tw 

You must Select a secret question from the 

drop-down menu and enter your answer in 

the blank.



Click at the button to agree with the User agreement, and you can start 

to use the service.



I didn’t find any emails sent from Turnitin 
in my email inbox, what can I do? 

Follow “Reset Your Password” steps from to activate 
your account. If you have any questions, please 
contact the Library.



2. Resetting your 
password

➢ If  you forgot your password, please follow 

these steps.



Go to www.turnitin.com
Click at ‘Log in’ on the top right of the page. 

http://www.turnitin.com/


Select Forgot your password? ‘Click here’ below to reset your 
password.



Fill out your Email address and your Last name in the welcome email. 
(If the combination is wrong or you didn’t receive the welcome email before, 
please confirm with the Library.)

Your email address

Your last name in the welcome email



English version Chinese version

You can go to your email inbox, find out the Turnitin welcome 

email to confirm your last name. 

First Name / Last Name 
First Name / Last Name 

If your last name was 
written in Chinese, you can 
copy it and paste it to the 
blank..



A. I remember my answer to my secret question

Fill in your answer here.

Enter and confirm 

your password, it must 

be at least 8 

characters long.



B. I  didn’t remember my answer to my secret question

A new email will be sent to your inbox, the link to reset your password in 
the email is available only for 24 hours.

XXX@abc.edu.tw 

Click at ‘Forgot your 

answer’?

Check your email inbox. 
Find out the reset password 
link ‘here’ in the email. 



B. I  didn’t remember my answer to my secret question

Enter and confirm your 

password, it must be at 

least 8 characters long.



3. How to Submit Papers



Go to www.turnitin.com
Click at ‘Log in’ on the top right of the page. 

http://www.turnitin.com/


Homepage
➊ Change your password here ➋ language setting

➍ Class Information:

Class name, status and until when this class will be expired.

➌ Create new class



Submitting via Class-Assignment



Creating a Class

➊



Creating a Class

between 2 and 100 characters long

Select “Standard”

between 4-12 characters. Should not share your enrollment key 
publicly.

Select from the drop-down menu

➋



Creating a Class

* Student accounts expires when the class becomes inactive.
We recommend creating new classes each year, ensuring 
that inactive students from previous years are not 
counted against LSL’s student seats limit.

Select the class due date from the calendar. 
EX: the end date of this semester.

➋



Creating a Class

Change the class name, 
extend/expire the class.

A new class is created.



Creating an Assignment
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➊



Creating an Assignment
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➋



Creating an Assignment
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➌



Creating an Assignment
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The default option is to ‘Allow only file types that Turnitin 
can check for originality’. 

The option of “Allow any file type” is recommended.

➍

Enter the assignment title



Creating an Assignment

Students are only able to submit once the 
start date and time has passed. 

After the due date and time, students will be 
blocked from submitting papers.

48

➍



Creating an Assignment
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➍ 1. Standard repository (Default):
Student papers submitted to the assignment are going to be 
indexed in Turnitin's global student paper repository as 
sources to ALL USERS. Can be used to check for student 
collusion.

-Deleted papers in your own account WILL NOT remove 
papers indexed in the global repository.  If you’d like to 
delete those indexed papers, please make permanent 
paper deletion requests.

2. *No repository (Recommended for thesis drafts):
Your students' papers WILL NOT be indexed in the Turnitin 
standard paper repository, therefore meaning that the papers 
will not be checked for collusion between students of the 
same or different institutions.



Creating an Assignment

50

❺



Creating an Assignment

Yes: Students will be able to submit to the assignment 
after the due date, providing they have not previously 
made a submission.
No: Students will not be able to submit after the due date.

If select ‘No’, no similarity reports will be 
generated.

1. Immediately (first report is final) (default) :
Similarity Reports will be generated immediately. Students cannot resubmit papers. 

2. *Immediately (can overwrite reports until due date) :
Students may resubmit as often they need to until the due date. 

The FIRST THREE resubmissions will generate a new Similarity Report straight away. 

AFTER THREE attempts, a 24-hour wait is enforced to generate Similarity Reports for all subsequent resubmissions.

3. On due date : Similarity Reports will not be generated until the due date and time of the assignment. 

Students may resubmit as many times as needed until the due date and time without receiving reports. 51



Creating an Assignment

Exclude certain type of texts for all submissions submitted to this 
assignment folder.

These 3 settings can be overridden or adjusted in individual Similarity 
Reports via the document viewer.

Text written in languages other than English will 
be translated into English, then compared with 
Turnitin’s English content.

52

If select ‘No’, students can’t view the reports.



Creating an Assignment
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Templates can be uploaded to the assignment 
settings so that they can be automatically 
excluded from all student's Similarity Report in 
that class. (Optioal)



Creating an Assignment
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➎

The search options setting allows you to select 
which Turnitin repositories students' submissions 
will be checked against when processing Similarity 
Reports for papers.



Submitting documents
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➊ 4 different upload modes

➋ Upload Your own document: 

Select Non-enrolled student

Submit on behalf of a student: 
Select student’s name from the list

(providing you have added students in this class)

➌ Enter the title 

and the author name

➍ Select your file

56



Submission preview

➎ Confirm your submission ➏ Submission completed
57



Accessing the Similarity Report

Check  the submission status

58



Accessing the Similarity Report

1. The color and the percentage only indicate the 

proportion of your text are similar to the articles 

indexed in Turnitin database.

2. These indices do not reflect Turnitin’s assessment 

of whether a paper has or has not been plagiarized.

59



Paper Deletions
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1. Remove from the inbox:

For papers in assignment folders chosen “No Repository”.

Papers will be removed from view. 

*If papers were previously stored in the database, removing them 

from the inbox could not make them disappear in Similarity matches.

➊

❷



Paper Deletions
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2. Request permanent deletion:

For papers inadvertently stored in Turnitin database.

A request will be sent to the Turnitin administrator (the 

Library). They'll then review the request and approve it if 

they agree the paper should be deleted.

➊

❷

For further documentation see here.

After the request has been approved, the instructor has 

to regenerate the paper to remove the similar match.

https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/paper-deletions.htm#requesting-a-permanent-deletion


Submitting via Quick Submit (Optional)



Quick Submit

Activate ‘Quick Submit’?

The default setting is NO.

Change it from No to ‘Yes’.

63

Please do read through the following 

instructions when you activating it.

➊
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Quick Submit

Upload a paper via Quick Submit

➋

➌
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Quick Submit

1. Standard repository (Default):
Papers submitted via Quick Submit are going 

to be indexed in Turnitin's global student 

paper repository as sources to ALL USERS. 

-Deleted papers in your own account WILL

NOT remove papers indexed in the global 

repository. 

If you’d like to delete those papers, , please 

make permanent paper deletion requests.

2. *No repository(Recommended):
Your papers WILL NOT be indexed in the 

Turnitin standard paper repository.

➎

➍ Select which data bases 

you would like this paper to 
compare against?



4. Enrolling Students



Enrolling Students
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➊



Enrolling students: Add One Student Each Time
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➋Fill out student information 

and click at ‘submit’.

The student will receive a 

welcome Email. After 

completing the activation, 

he/she can submit papers to 

your class.



Enrolling students: Upload Student List

A: First name
B: Last name
C:  Student email

69

➋

Create a student list and 

upload it.

The maximum is 100 

students each upload.

The students will receive a 

welcome Email. After 

completing the activation, 

they can submit papers to 

your class.



5. Viewing the 
Similarity Report



Your Paper

Similarity 
Toolbar

Paper 
Download 

Toolbar

Feedback Studio
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➊Flags
Turnitin’s algorithms look deeply at a
document for any inconsistencies that
would set it apart from a normal
submission, such as replaced characters
or hidden text. If it notice something
strange, it Flag it for you to review.

➌All Sources
All of the sources that have been 
found are displayed and sorted by 
highest percentage to lowest 
percentage match. Clicking on any 
source will change the navigation 
bar at the top of the page, 
displaying how many times that this 
source has matched in the paper. 

➋Match Overview
The Match Overview gives you a 
breakdown of all the matches
that have been found in the 
paper and allows you to clearly 
view the similarity score.
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➎ Viewing/Restoring 

Excluded Sources

View sources that have been excluded
from the similarity report and restore
them.

➍ Filter and Settings
From the Filters and Settings side
panel, you may exclude sources that
are less than a certain number of
words or a certain percentage of
words, or to make bibliography and
quote exclusions from the similarity
report.



Viewing Your Report
Similarity 

Score

Each match is 
numbered and 
color-coded.



Match Overview

Review the highlighted text in the pop-up 
box then compare it with your own text.  



Match Overview

Help students to review their matches:
1. Is this highlighted text a quote/common word/common phrase?
2. Did they cite the source correctly?
3. Did they correctly paraphrase the sentences/paragraph?

Students should try to use  their own word to express the core idea, 

to reduce the similarity. How to prevent plagiarism when writing? 

See here. 

https://www.plagiarism.org/article/preventing-plagiarism-when-writing


Viewing Full Source Text (internet source only)
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Full Source View



Viewing Full Source Text (internet source only)

Link out to source webpage



Viewing Full Source Text (internet source only)
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3 Types of Sources：
1. Internet→ able to be viewed in Full text mode.
2. Student Paper→ information remained protected, 

unable to be viewed.
3. Publication → by linking out to the publisher page, 

is able to be downloaded if the article is subscribed by 
your institution.



All Sources
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All sources mode helps you to 
see how much of the similar text 
comes from a single source.

By clicking on an individual source, 
it will also show you matches 
from other sub-source.

Remove sources from the report. 
This is an Instructor only function.
Instructor can help students to exclude 
sources when it’s appropriate.

https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/similarity-report-exclusions/excluding-sources.htm


Filters and Settings
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❶ Exclude Quotes
Originality Check will disregard any matches 
that use the following quotation marks: 
"..."  «...»  »...«   „…“ 「」『』
‘…’ (…) are not supported.

Reduce the similarity index and refine the 
number of matches shown in your report.



Filters and Settings

The quoted text match will be 
disregarded from the report, 
and the percentage may drop down.



Filters and Settings
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❷ Exclude Bibliography

Originality Check will disregard any matches 
after the heading: Reference(s), Resource, 
Bibliography, Literature...etc.

Bibliography exclusion definitions: here

https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/similarity-report-exclusions/bibliography-and-quote-exclusion-definitions.htm


Filters and Settings
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The bibliography match will be 
disregarded from the report, 
and the percentage may drop 
down.



Filters and Settings
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❸ Exclude source that are less than

Originality Check will remove all sources that are less 
than the length of the number or percentage of words 
supplied.

※The functions for excluding material are approximate.

Human judgement is the final arbiter for proper 

quotation or bibliographic reference.



Filters and Settings

Ex: Sources that is less than 1% are removed.  



Filters and Settings
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! Attention: The tool may not work 

properly

If your document contains:

• Watermarks
• Unevenly spaced line numbering
• Sub-headings that are indistinguishable from 

the Methods and Materials heading 
• Abstract or Methods and Materials section 

appearing within a table
• Section headings and body text using the same

font, font size, and font treatment



Filters and Settings
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❹ Exclude Assignment Template

Originality Check will disregard the template 
uploaded by the instructor in the 
assignment advanced setting.

*If the Exclude Assignment Template setting does not appear, it 

has not been enabled in the assignment settings and can no longer 

be enabled for an assignment with submissions.



Filters and Settings
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Ex: Texts in the template are removed from 
the match.  



Could you tell me what 
percentage of Similarity score 
given by Turnitin is appropriate?

In my case, I got 19% from 
Turnitin, is it OK? 



Turnitin is a tool 
detecting text similarities.
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The similarity score is NOT the plagiarism indicator. 

Human interpretation is always required.



High similarity score ≠ Plagiarism
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It may include false positives. False positives could be:

1. Terms usually used in your field, grammatical terms, the 
names, affiliations, methods and methodology.

2. Reference list, properly cited and/or quoted text or 
text for which permission has been received.

3. Your own published paper or work stored in 
Student Paper database.



Students should consult 
their instructors 

on how to enhance the original writing
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Rewrite the text. 

Or they may use the filter       to reduce the  similarity score. 

If it’s appropriate, the instructor can also help them to 

exclude certain sources.
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‘No Magic Number’
Therefore, based on the above situation, it is difficult to 

clearly define an ideal similarity score. 

The best way is discussing the appropriate 
criteria with the department or 
instructors/advisors.

Or refer to the publishing policy of publishers and 

journals. EX: IEEE.

User’s Guide for the IEEE CrossCheck Portal and Prohibited Authors List Database,
https://www.ieee.org/content/dam/ieee-org/ieee/web/org/pubs/crosscheck_portal_users_guide.pdf



5. Downloading the 
Similarity Report



Downloading the Similarity Report

❶ Download the similarity Report

Click at “Current View” to download your 
similarity report in PDF format. 

❷ Download the digital receipt

Click at “Digital Receipt” to download your 
digital receipt in PDF format. 
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Cover

Original text 
with highlighted 

matches 

Summary

Filter settings

This area displays the exclusion settings are enabled or not.



Paper Information

❷ Submission Count

This number indicates how many times you 
submitted papers to this assignment. 
For Students: From the 4th time, you have to 
wait 24 hours to get your report.

❶ Submission ID

If you encounter any issues,  please contact 
LSL staff with the error screenshot and your 
submission ID.



Frequent Asked 

Questions



1. I got a high similarity score, 
and the first matches are my 
previous drafts, what can I do?

Instructors may had inadvertently stored their papers or students’ drafts in Turnitin database.



❸ Via Assignment folders:
The inadvertently stored 
papers are deleted from 
the inbox

Reaching out to 
tiisupport@turnitin.com. 
Request for the reinstation 
of the deleted content.  

1. Change the assignment 
setting to “No Repository”

2. Select the paper(s) and 
click at “Request 
permanent deletion "in the 
inbox.

The Turnitin 
Administrator (Library) 
will receive your request .

If they approve your 
request and delete the 
paper, you will receive a 
message in your Turnitin 
message inbox. 
(No email notifications)

1. Confirm the assignment settings 

had been changed to  “No 

Repository”for not storing new 

papers in the database.

2. Access the report. Click at the 

Filter and Settings 

and use the “New Report”button

to regenerate your report.

For instructors

Student may resubmit the paper, the 

high similarity match should be 

removed.

For students:

❶ Via Quick Submit
Select the paper(s) and click 
at “Request permanent 
deletion "in the inbox.

❷ Via Assignment folders:
The inadvertently stored 
papers are in the inbox

How did the 
instructor upload 
the papers?

After the paper(s) 
were deleted

mailto:tiisupport@turnitin.com


Resources

1. Turnitin Support Center
https://supportcenter.turnitin.com/s/

2. Instructor User Guide
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-
studio/turnitin-website/instructor/instructor-
category.htm

https://supportcenter.turnitin.com/s/
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/instructor-category.htm


Thank YOU

For more information, e-mail us

service@igrouptaiwan.com
02-2571-3369

mailto:service@igrouptaiwan.com

